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$EVWUDFW A novel algorithm is presented to calculate the most appropriate frequency multipliers for the
conversion of NBFM to WBFM. This algorithm makes the communication system designer job easier and
calculates most accurately the best possible frequency multiplying factors in least possible time. The carrier
frequency and frequency deviation of NBFM signal can be increased by the application of these frequency
multipliers. The algorithm is implemented in C++ programming language and is applied to various practical
design problems. The best possible results are generated with least possible errors. The algorithm can be
used for either frequency Doublers or frequency Triplers or frequency Quintuplers or 1000* frequency or
combination of them like frequency Doublers and Triplers, frequency Doublers and Quintuplers, frequency
Triplers and frequency Quintuplers, etc.
.H\ZRUGV:Narrowband frequency modulation, wideband frequency modulation, algorithm, communication
system
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FM signal can be generated by two methods
namely: Direct Generation and Indirect Generation.
The Direct Generation of FM signal involves
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) in which
message signal is used as a control signal and
VCO frequency varies linearly with the modulating
signal. The severe concern with Direct Generation
method is the poor frequency stability. The drift of
the carrier frequency is intolerable in commercial
FM broadcastings [1]. The indirect method of FM
generation consists of two steps:
1. Generation of NBFM signal from the message
signal; and
2. Conversion of NBFM to WBFM using
frequency multipliers.
The indirect method is preferred in commercial

radio broadcasting due to its frequency stability
property [2]. Frequency multipliers are of utmost
importance in communication system. They are
actually non-linear devices used for generation
RI )0 VLJQDOV >@ ZLWK EDQG SDVV ¿OWHU WR H[WUDFW
GHVLUHGIUHTXHQFLHV,I[ W LVWKHLQSXWVLJQDODQGLW
is provided to a non-linear system so that the output
obtained from this system is y(t) where
y(t)= b2>[ W @2
 /HW[ W  FRV Ȧc t + kf P W GW LVD)0VLJQDO
then y(t) will consist of a dc component 0.5 b2 and
a signal 0.5b2FRV Ȧct + 2kf P W GW $EDQGSDVV
¿OWHUFHQWHUHGDWȦcFDQEHXVHGWRH[WUDFWWKH)0
signal whose frequency is twice as compared to
original input signal.
 7KLVDSSURDFKFDQEHH[WHQGHGWRJHWVLJQDOVDW
ȦcȦcȦcȦc«QȦc with frequency deviations
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UDQJLQJ IURP ¨I ¨I ¨I« Q¨I 7KXV E\ WKH
application of frequency multipliers it is possible
to increase the carrier frequency and frequency
deviations of composite FM signal.

the message signal fm but also on the modulation
LQGH[ȕ:%)0KDVPRGXODWLRQLQGH[KDYLQJYDOXH
ȕ!! DQG E\ YDU\LQJ WKH YDOXH RI WKLV ȕ ZH FDQ
control the bandwidth of the WBFM .

An nth multiplier will increase the carrier
IUHTXHQF\ WR QȦc DQG IUHTXHQF\ GHYLDWLRQ WR Q¨I
This concept is used to obtain WBFM from NBFM.
7KH 1%)0 VLJQDO FDQ EH DSSUR[LPDWHG E\ WKH
following equation:

FM commercial transmitter is shown in
)LJ  ZKHUH PHVVDJHPRGXODWLQJ VLJQDO LV ¿UVW
FRQYHUWHG WR DSSUR[LPDWH 1%)0 VLJQDO DQG WKHQ
multipliers and frequency converters are employed
to obtain the WBFM signal. Frequency multipliers
are incorporated to change the carrier frequency,
PRGXODWLRQ LQGH[ ȕ DQG IUHTXHQF\ GHYLDWLRQ >@
Crystal oscillator having frequencies ranging from
 0+] WR  0+] DQG IUHTXHQF\ PL[LQJ FLUFXLWV
are employed to perform the frequency down
conversion.

ĳNBFM W $>FRVȦct – kfD W VLQȦct]
7KH QH[W SURFHVV LQYROYHV WKH XVH RI IUHTXHQF\
multipliers to increase the carrier frequency and
IUHTXHQF\GHYLDWLRQ:KHQ¨IDQGIFLVPXOWLSOLHG
by a multiplying factor of n, the tremendous increase
in fc is undesirable and frequency heterodyning
operation is used to down shift the carrier frequency
[4].
Edwin Armstrong is the pioneer and inventor
of Wideband FM systems [5] and his major interest
was in the suppression and possible elimination
of various atmospheric disturbances [6]. WBFM
signals have distinct characteristic that their
bandwidth not only depends upon the bandwidth of

3. $/*25,7+0'(6&5,37,21
7KH ÀRZ FKDUW RI WKH SURSRVHG DOJRULWKP IRU WKH
conversion of NBFM to WBFM is presented in Fig.
3. The algorithm [8] is used to determine the most
appropriate frequency multiplying factors with the
best possible accuracy and in least possible time.
This algorithm is used to determine the multipliers
works on the following logic:

)LJThe block diagram of frequency doubler.

)LJBlock diagram of Armstrong Indirect FM transmitter.

Armstrong’s Indirect Method of Conversion of Narrowband FM to Wideband FM

)LJFlow chart of the proposed algorithm.
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To convert a NBFM to WBFM we have
to increase the frequency deviation and carrier
IUHTXHQF\RIWKH1%)0)RUH[DPSOHLIZHKDYHD
NBFM having frequency deviation of 25 Hz(df1)
and carrier frequency of 200 kHz(fc1) and we want to
change it WBFM having the frequency deviation of
75 kHz(df4) and carrier frequency of 12.8 MHz(fc4).
To perform this task we multiply the frequency
deviation and carrier NBFM with a certain number.
The multiplication factor is found by dividing
WKH ¿QDO IUHTXHQF\ GHYLDWLRQ LH  E\ LQLWLDO
frequency deviation i.e. 25 Hz and we get the
number 3000.We have to multiply the NBFM signal
with 3000 to change it to WBFM signal.
We do not have any electronic device that can
directly multiply the frequency up to some value
i.e. 3000 in this case that’s why we convert the
multiplication factor to some smaller factors so that
available electronic devices like doublers, triplers
andquintuplers or their combinations can be used to
accomplish the required task.
If we utilize only doublers and triplers for
the above case to get the multiplication factor of
3000. And the possible combination of doublers
and triplers for the number closest to 3000 is 3072
which can be accomplished using 10 doublers and 1
tripler.
 7KH ¿UVW SDUW RI DOJRULWKP FRQVLVWV RI ¿QGLQJ
the most suitable multiplying factor in terms of
doublers, triplers, quintuplers etc. The algorithm
checks whether the number is completely divisible
by any combination of the different type of
multipliers provided by the user. Let for the above
case the program will check whether 3000 is
completely divisible by the multiplication of any
possible combination of doublers and triplers. If
QRW WKHQ LW ZLOO ¿QG WKH FORVHVW SRVVLEOH QXPEHU
completely divisible by the multiplication of any
combination of doublers and triplers.
The algorithm determines the closest number
by the following logic:
Algorithm copies the number (3000) into two
different variables (num1 and num2) and increases
the number (3000) by 1 using one variable num1

(3001 in the above case) and then checks that
whether that number is completely divisible by
the multiplication of any combination of doublers
RUWULSOHUVDQGLQWKHQH[WVWHSLWZLOOGHFUHDVHWKDW
number by 1 using other variable num2 (2999 in
the this case) and then checks the same condition.
If the condition does not meet it again increases
the previously increased number num1 by 1(the
number will be 3002) and the checks the condition
LILWLVQRWVDWLV¿HGWKHQZLOOGHFUHDVHWKHSUHYLRXVO\
decreased number by 1 (the number n2 will be 2998)
and then checks the condition and so on.
In this way a number can be obtained that is
closest to original number (3000 in this case) and
is completely divisible by the multiplication of the
combination of different type of multipliers given
(doublers and triplers in this case).
The direct multiplication by the help of doublers
and triplers will result in increase of carrier frequency
EH\RQG WKH SHUPLVVLEOH YDOXH 7KLV GLI¿FXOW\ FDQ
EHUHVROYHGE\LQFRUSRUDWLQJWKHIUHTXHQF\PL[LQJ
process.
Initially we multiply both initial frequency
deviation and carrier frequency of NBFM
by an appropriate combination of multipliers
(doublers and triplers in the our case) from the
total combination of multipliers and then we will
translate the carrier frequency using local oscillator
and then again multiply the frequency deviation and
carrier frequency with the remaining combination
of doublers and triplers.
If we consider the above case, and let we have
oscillators available in inventory stock having
frequency range from 10 MHz to 11 MHz. We
multiply the initial frequency deviation with
 XVLQJ VL[ GRXEOHUV  DQG WKH FDUULHU IUHTXHQF\
shifts to 12.8 MHz.
By the application of a local oscillator having
frequency 10.9 MHz, the carrier frequency is
shifted to 1.9 MHz (fc3). Then this frequency
fc3 is multiplied by 48 (which is the remaining
combination of multipliers having four doublers and
RQHWULSOHU WRREWDLQWKH¿QDOFDUULHUIUHTXHQF\RI
91.2 MHz.
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Our proposed algorithm automates the above
FKDOOHQJLQJ WDVN RI ¿QGLQJ WKH VXLWDEOH IDFWRU RI
3072 by using the following logic:
This novel algorithm splits the original number
n into two numbers n1 and n2. The values of n1 and
n2 greatly depend on the availability of different
oscillators.
First of all, we will use only one type of
multiplier and increase its power up to the last
SHUPLVVLEOH SRZHU $V LQ WKH DERYH H[DPSOH ZH
choose n1=3072, n2=1 and check the condition
that the resulting carrier frequency is in the range
of local oscillator or not. If not then we swap the
values assigned to n1 and n2 so that the new values
are n1=1 and n2=3072 and check the range of the
carrier frequency.
 7KHQH[WVWHSLQYROYHVWKHGLYLVLRQRIIF4 by the
¿UVWW\SHRIPXOWLSOLHU WKHIDFWRULQWKLVH[DPSOH 
and check of carrier frequency for the range of
available local oscillators, for n2=2 and n1=1536 and
in case of failure, the condition will be rechecked
after swapping n1 and n2. After this step the power of
the 1st multiplier (doubler in this case) is increased
continuously up to its last value and after increasing
every time we also swap the numbers. Here for
each case, the program also checks the condition
that whether resulting carrier frequency fc is in the
range of the local oscillator’s frequencies. If it does
not then we will take n2 the 2nd multiplier (tripler
in the above case) and then n1=n/n2. If the condition
GRHV QRW IXO¿OO WKHQ WKH DOJRULWKP ZLOO PXOWLSO\
1st multiplier with n2 DQG ZLOO WDNH WKH PRGL¿HG
value of n2 and each time will check the validity of
condition and also swaps the numbers (the program
swap the numbers every time when they are changed
and also checks the condition). Then the power of
¿UVWPXOWLSOLHULVLQFUHDVHGXSWRLWVODVWYDOXH LQ
this case). If during this process, the condition does
not meet it will make n2 the square of 2nd multiplier
and the multiply it with the 1st multiplier up to its
last power and if condition does not satisfy it will
make n2 the cube of 2nd multiplier and will check the
condition and in case condition of carrier frequency
in permissible range does achieve then multiply it
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with the 1st multiplier up to its last power and so on
(depending on n2 it is also modifying n1 by n1=n/n2).
This process is continued for each possible factor of
the resulting number (3072 in this case) by using the
multipliers given (by using doublers and triplers in
this case).
7KH DOJRULWKP VXFFHVVIXOO\ ¿QGV WKH WZR SRVVLEOH
values of n1 and n2 which will result in the desired
frequency deviation and carrier frequency.
$ 'HVLJQ3UREOHP
The task is to design an Armstrong indirect FM
modulator which is capable of generating a wide
band FM signal with carrier frequency 97.3 MHz
and frequency deviation 10.24 kHz. A NBFM
generator having output carrier frequency fc = 20
N+]DQGIUHTXHQF\GHYLDWLRQ¨I +]LVDYDLODEOH
in inventory store. To convert this NBFM to WBFM
the only multipliers available are doublers. The
available local oscillators have adjustable frequency
UDQJHRIN+]WRN+]IRUIUHTXHQF\PL[LQJ
purposes.
% 'HVLJQ3UREOHP
Design an FM modulator capable of generating an
FM carrier with a carrier frequency of 96 MHz and
IUHTXHQF\GHYLDWLRQ¨I N+]$1%)0JHQHUDWRU
with output carrier frequency fc = 200 kHz and
IUHTXHQF\ GHYLDWLRQ ¨I   +] LV DYDLODEOH
A local oscillator with adjustable frequency in the
range of 9 to 10 MHz and only frequency doublers
are available.
&'HVLJQ3UREOHP
Design a commercial FM transmitter using
$UPVWURQJ LQGLUHFW PHWKRG 7KH ¿QDO RXWSXW
VSHFL¿FDWLRQVDUHIROORZLQJ
1) Carrier frequency= 91.2 MHz
2) Frequency deviation = 75 kHz.
3) A narrowband FM generator with fc = 200 kHz
DQG¨I +]LVDYDLODEOH
4) Local oscillator with adjustable frequency in
the range of 9 to 11 MHz
5) Only frequency doublers and Triplers are
available.
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)LJ7KHVFUHHQYLVXDOVKRZLQJWKHH[HFXWLRQRISURSRVHGDOJRULWKP

7DEOHThe results obtained for various design problems.
6HULDO

,QSXW
2XWSXW
,QSXW
2XWSXW
)UHTXHQF\ )UHTXHQF\ &DUULHU
&DUULHU
'HYLDWLRQ 'HYLDWLRQ )UHTXHQF\ )UHTXHQF\

5DQJHRI/RFDO
RVFLOODWRU

0XOWLSOLHUV

)LUVW
6HFRQG
0XOWLSOLHU 0XOWLSOLHU

Design Problem # 1

5

10240

20000

97300000

400000-500000

only doublers

16

128

Design Problem # 2

9.7656

20000

200000

96000000

9000000-10000000

only doublers

64

32

Design Problem # 3

25

75000

200000

91200000

9000000-11000000

Doublers and
Triplers

64

48

Design Problem # 4

10

75000

100000

98100000

doublers, triplers
10000000-11000000 and 5 times
multiplier

124

60

Design Problem # 5

12

22000

200000

99100000

9000000-11000000

Triplers and 5
times multipliers

74

25

Design Problem # 6

30

76000

200000

101000000

7000000-11000000

Doublers and
Triplers

54

48

Design Problem # 7

15

75000

200000

10100000

9000000-11000000

Doublers and
Triplers

54

96

Design Problem # 8

20

75000

200000

100000000

9000000-11000000

Doublers and
Triplers

54

72

Design Problem # 9

18

75000

200000

97000000

9000000-12000000

doublers

64

64

Design Problem # 10

40

75000

200000

106000000

9000000-11000000

Doublers and
Triplers

72

27

' 'HVLJQ3UREOHP
Design an Armstrong indirect FM modulator to
generate a WBFM signal having fc = 98.1 MHz
DQG¨I N+]$QDUURZEDQG)0JHQHUDWRUZLWK
IF  N+] DQG ¨I  +] 7KH ORFDO RVFLOODWRU
available in the stock room has an adjustable
frequency in the range of 10 to 11 MHz. Any
multiplier like doublers, triplers, quintuplers etc
can be used.

 7(672)352326('$/*25,7+0$1'
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The algorithm was implemented in
C++
programming language [9,10] and the above
mentioned four design problems were tested .The
screen shot for one of the problems is presented in
Fig. 4.
The overall results are summarized in the
form of table 1. The algorithm is also tested for 6
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different design problems and the following results
were obtained.
 &21&/86,216
The proposed algorithm not only makes the lengthy
and tiresome process of conversion of NBFM
to WBFM much easier but is very accurate too.
The overall accuracy of the algorithm is 97.62%.
The task of communication system designer is
made easier by implementing this algorithm. This
algorithm can be implemented on printed circuit
board in near future to compare its performance.
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